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N.Y. Judges' Pay Plateau Unconstitutional: Suit
Law360, New York (September 13,2OO7) -- Frustrated by an eight-year pay plateau,
four New York judges filed a lawsuit Wednesday against the state, saying state
lawmakers"'political in-fighting" is to blame for the pay freeze, and that the freeze
violates New York State's constitution.

Joined by Cattaraugus County family court judge Michael Nenno, three New York City
judges - criminal judge Patricia Nunez, civil judge Geoffrey Wright, and family court
judge Susan Larabee - said that although their pay hasn't risen since 1999, the cost of
living in the state has.

This effectively means they were subject to a pay drop during this period, in violation of
a constitutional guarantee that such pay "shall be established by law and shall not be
diminished during the term of office for which he or she was elected or appointed,"
according to the suit, filed in the state's Supreme Court,

The judges added that New York's lawmakers have historically recognized the need to
offset inflation with pay raises to keep pay constitutional, noting that the last raise,
voted on in 1998, was explicitly intended as such.

Although in terms of actual numbers, New York's judges are the twelfth best paid
nationwide, when the state's high cost of living is taken into consideration, pay for tfie
state's judges ranks just 48th compared with that of judges elsewhere, the suit said. It
also is comparatively much lower than what the state's district attorneys, as well as
first-year associates at top New York law firms, make, the suit noted.

The reason for this is to be found in legislators' own greediness, the suit says. When the
issue comes up in the legislature, judicial raises have been linked repeatedly in bills to
raises for the lawmakers themselves, which Governor Eliot Spitzer has continued to
reject, according to the suit.

That linking itself is unconstitutional, the suit continued, pointing out that New York's
constitution's separation of powers provides for three separate and distinct provisions for
the payment of salaries to members of its judicial, legislative and executive branches.

"By linking judicial salary increases to legislative salary increases, defendants have
eviscerated the constitutional divide," the judges said, and have "subjected
determinations of judicial compensation to political influences and considerations that
the framers of the constitution sought to avoid."

That has left judges' salaries, said the suit, subject not to lawmakers' considerations of
whether the judges need raises but rather to considerations of whether the lawmakers
can secure themselves raises,

"Executives and legislators have said judges ought to get a pay raise, but I have seen
nothing from legislators that says they want to de-link legislative and judicial pay
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raises," said George Bundy Smith, a partner with Chadbourne & Parke LLP who
represents the plaintiffs and who himself was a New York judge for 31 years until he
retired from the Court of Appeals last year at the age of 69.

Smith added that the judges had wanted to file their suit for some time, but had been
hopeful that the legislature would act.

The judges'suit seeks retroactive cost-of-living adjustments for Jan. 1, 2OOO, through
the date of the suit's final judgment, as well as subsequent adjustment, a permanent
injunction against the linking of legislative and judicial salaries, and an eventual
disbursement of $69.5 million that the 2006-2007 budget had already allocated for
judges' pay raises.

The four who filed suit Wednesday aren't the only disgruntled New York judges to have
tried to litigate what hasn't been legislated since 1999.

Back in December, Supreme Court judges Alice Schlesinger of Manhattan, Arthur Schack
of Brooklyn and Joseph DeMaro of Nassau County as well as Nassau County district
judge Edward Maron sued then-governor George Pataki, the legislature and the
comptroller in the same court.

Though the salaries, which range from $t22,700 to $151,200 a yeah had not
technically gone down, inflation has caused each of the state's 1,300 judges to lose tens
of thousands of dollars in purchasing power-and has caused many of them to resign or
opt not to seek reelection, that suit said.

"What we're trying to do, and it's a very simple concept, is we're trying to retain the
best judges by paying a living wage," said attorney Steven Cohn, who represented those
plaintiffs. "We want to make sure that when we appear before a judge we appear before
the best judiciary we can have."

Scott Reif, a spokesperson for the state Senate, said that was the idea behind a bill the
Senate passed on April 30. That bill, he said, would have granted automatic pay raises
to judges as well as set up a commission to consider pay raises for statewide elected
officials, but the state Assembly didn't pass it.

"We think a legislative solution for this issue is best, and that's why we put forth this bill
and passed it earlier this year," said Reif, "and we would urge the assembly to do the
same."

Representatives from Spitzer's office and from the state Assembly, however, were
unavailable for comment Thursday.

That case was Maron et al. v. Silver et al,, case number 06-021984, in the Supreme
Court of the State of New York for Nassau County.

The current suit is Larabee et al. v. Spitzer et al., case number 07-112301, in the
Supreme Court of the State of New York.

--Additional reporting by Jesse Greenspan
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